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Meeting of the General Assembly of UWW-Asia 2021 

12 April 2021 (10:00 – 14:00) 
Almaty (Kazakhstan) 

 
Format: hybrid videoconference (online and offline participation) 

 
MINUTES 

 
Present at the meeting: 
 
UWW Bureau Members  

№ Name Position 

1 Nenad Lalovic UWW President 

2 Michail Mamiashvili UWW Vice-President 

3 Akhroljan Ruziyev UWW Vice-President 

4 Zamel Al-Shahrani UWW Bureau Member 

6 Daulet Turlykhanov UWW Bureau Member 

7 Pedro Silva UWW Bureau Member, Technical delegate 

 
UWW-Asia Executive Committee Members 

8 Dr. Chang Kew Kim   UWW-Asia Honorary President  

9 Kenneth Lee Executive Committee Member 

10 Hiroaki Tsukamoto Executive Committee Member 

11 Zhang Ye Executive Committee Member 

12 Zhang Tsong Rong Chairman of the Commission 

13 Eisa Momeni Chairman of the Commission 

14 Yuosuf Ali Al-Kazim Chairman of the Commission 

 
UWW Staff 

15 Lei Liang UWW Development Manager 

16 Farnaz Panahizadeh UWW Development Officer 

17 Onder Yaksi UWW Protocol 

18 Ioannis Barbas UWW Scientific Consultant 

19 Milica Jeremic UWW President’s Assistant 

 
Mr. Brijbushan Singh, UWW-Asia Vice-President, and Mr. Kittiposh Suchantabutr, 
UWW-Asia Executive Committee Member, were excused due to strict travel regulations 
of their countries, and are joined the meeting online. 
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1. Opening of the Assembly and welcoming address by Daulet Turlykhanov, 
President of UWW-Asia  
 
Mr. Turlykhanov  welcomed the audience to the hospitable land of Kazakhstan and 
thanked all those who came to the venue of the Continental Olympic Qualification, the 
Asian Championships, and today's meeting, despite all the circumstances that dictate 
current realities. 
 
He also thanked the management of the United World Wrestling, represented by its 
President, Mr. Nenad Lalovic, for the fact that in times of absolute instability the 
federation under his tireless leadership has taken a number of specific and important 
steps so as to make sport of wresting not stand still, but move forward, despite the 
difficulties. Individual World Cup in wrestling successfully held in December of the last 
quarantine year is the real proof of that.  
 
The moment has come when all start to return to former life, even if there are no 
spectators yet, but thanks to the powerful development of modern technologies, as 
many have already testified, the audience is much wider, and now contests and events 
can be watched online by tens and even hundreds of thousands of fans and supporters. 
 
Mr. Turlykhanov then introduced to delegates UWW and UWW-Asia leaders and staff 
present at the meeting. 
 
The floor is given to Mr. Nenad Lalovic, President of the United World Wrestling, 
Member of the Executive Board of the International Olympic Committee, to welcome the 
delegates to the meeting. 
 
2. welcome speech of Mr. Nenad Lalovic, UWW President 
 

Mr. Lalovic welcomed all delegates and thanks the organizers – the Wrestling 
Federation of Kazakhstan, National Olympic committee, governmental authorities, who 
have helped the competitions to be held under such conditions. He spoke about the 
situation in which all world lives during more than a year, and activity was practically 
frozen. Yet wrestling society managed to defrost it in some ways. Many different 
conferences, seminars, training courses were made for educators, referees, coaches. In 
order to resume the competitions, it was necessary to work closely with IOC, sanitary 
protocol was constructed, which is approved by two institutions – WHO and IOC 
Medical Commission, andthis protocol was used since the first competition in wrestling 
since pandemic started – the Individual World Cup in Belgrade. 
 

Tokyo Olympic games have been postponed by the decision of the Executive Board of 
the IOC on the 17 of April in cooperation with the Japanese Government. It is necessary 
to provide secure competition for the athletes. Japanese authorities produced some 
rules which must be respected, and these concerns a necessary minimum of people 
attending the games. In addition, number of delegations will be reduced to the strict 
minimum. All IOC staff and staff of International federations will be reduced to the 
minimum. National federations staff will be also reduced until only the athletes 
themselves and the coaches, and medical staff. Spectators have a possibility to follow 
the games on the screens. Attendance of foreign spectators is expected to be less than 
8%. The halls will be limited depending if it's indoor or outdoor sport – to 30-50% of 
spectators on the venue, not more, and only domestic spectators. 
There will be no guests, no families, no accompanying persons, everybody has to be 
accommodated in single rooms. The athletes may enter Olympic village only three days 
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before the competition, and as soon they finish the competition – they must leave the 
Olympic village the following morning. There is a hope, that until then the great majority 
of participants will be vaccinated. Majority of NOCs proceeded already to the 
vaccination of the athletes. President thinks that federations present should join that 
efforts in their respective countries. 
 

For few more years, the world will live with covid, and then this battle will be won. But 
then there is another one that will follow – this is the economical struggle, that this 
pandemic has thrown all the states into. In order to promote wrestling everywhere, 
federations must have more competitions and tournaments. 
 

A few words about 4 years’ period of work of the Asian Council. All those who are taking 
part and all those who are candidates, and all those who voting – elections are not for 
elections. Elections and a being elected – is a huge responsibility. All must know UWW 
Constitution and especially – Code of Ethic, which is practically an extension of a 
Constitution. Mr. Lalovic calls all delegates to be aware of this very important document, 
which is adopted by all federations. All elected persons must sign the Code of Ethics, 
and to behave accordingly. 
 

UWW Congress 2021 will take place most probably in Belgrade in October later this 
year, and Constitution will be changed in some points. There planned limitations of any 
terms – the term of the President, the terms of the Bureau Members, age limit, direct 
elections of the Vice-Presidents will be introduced, and everything the same for the 
Continental Councils. 
 

Mr. Lalovic mentioned, that by point no. 3 there must be welcome speech of the 
organizer. But, unfortunately, President of Kazakhstan Wrestling Federation is very sick 
and, he has hospitalized, and Mr. Lalovic suggested to send him on behalf of all 
delegates a message for fast recover. Mr. Mynbayev has done a lot for wrestling 
development in Kazakhstan. He is respected person in his country. 
Mr. Lalovic also, taking the opportunity expressed his gratitude to Mr. Anatoly Voloha, 
the long serving Secretary General of Kazakhstan Wrestling Federation, who has 
recently celebrated his 50th birthday, and invited him to the podium, to be awarded with 
UWW Plaquette. 
 
To come back to the competitions which just finished – athletes must win their spots for 
the Olympic Games on the field of play. So UWW made an effort to organize in each 
continent the qualifying tournaments. This is the last continental qualifying tournament. 
Another point – there is no respect to sanitary measures. Delegates must be very 
attentive and respect sanitary conditions. 
 
3. Welcoming speech of the organizer 
 
Mr. Turlykhanov thanks President for his presence at the events, which certainly 
brought to it more significance and power. It is gratifying that United World Wrestling 
has approved the proposal of Kazakhstan to unite and hold in one place and at one time 
two major competitions and the Asian Council Meeting.  
He also thanks Government of Kazakhstan, Mayor office of Almaty, Ministry of Culture 
and Sports of Kazakhstan, NOC and Kazakhstan Wrestling Federation, for their support 
in preparation and staging both events. 
He also made welcome address on behalf of the organizers, in his capacity as Vice-
President of Kazakhstan Wrestling Federation. 
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4. Roll call of the federations representatives 

 
A roll call is taken according to the list on the slide.  
Representatives of national federations present and absent are noted.  
 
 federations present on spot joined online 
1.  Afghanistan   
2.  Bahrain +  
3.  Bangladesh  + 
4.  Cambodia  + 
5.  China + + 
6.  Hong Kong, China  + 
7.  India +  
8.  Indonesia  + 
9.  Iran +  
10.  Iraq +  
11.  Japan +  
12.  Jordan +  
13.  Kazakhstan + + 
14.  DPR Korea   
15.  Korea + + 
16.  Kuwait   
17.  Kyrgyzstan + + 
18.  Laos   
19.  Lebanon +  
20.  Macao, China  + 
21.  Malaysia   
22.  Mongolia +  
23.  Myanmar   
24.  Nepal +  
25.  Palestine +  
26.  Pakistan +  
27.  Philippines   
28.  Qatar +  
29.  Saudi Arabia   
30.  Singapore +  
31.  Sri Lanka +  
32.  Syria +  
33.  Chinese Taipei +  
34.  Tajikistan +  
35.  Thailand + + 
36.  Turkmenistan +  
37.  UAE   
38.  Uzbekistan +  
39.  Vietnam  + 
40.  Yemen +  
 total 25 11 
 
Turlykhanov: UWW-Asia includes 40 countries of the continent. 25 countries are 
present. 
He proceeds to the agenda and informed that it was sent to federations several weeks 
ago and is also in working folder. 
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Agenda of the meeting: 
 

1. Opening of the meeting by UWW Asia President, Mr. Daulet Turlykhanov 
2. Welcome speech by UWW President Mr. Nenad Lalovic 
3. Welcome note of the organizer - by the President of the Kazakhstan Wrestling 

Federation 
4. Roll-call  
5. Approval of the minutes of the virtual UWW Asia General Assembly 2020 
6. Report on the UWW Asia activity for the past 4-years 
7. Adoption of the 2020 accounts and budget for 2021 
8. UWW Asia competition calendar for 2021 and 2022  
9. Presentation of accomplished projects by UWW Asia  
10. Miscellaneous 
11. Appointment of the scrutineers, information on the election process and UWW-

Asia Executive committee members’ elections  
12. Honoring of UWW Asia executive members, who are ending their mandate 

 
No comments or remarks were made.  
Decision: Agenda of the meeting approved unanimously. 
 
5. Approval of the minutes of virtual 2020 UWW-Asia General Assembly meeting  
 
Turlykhanov: all delegates have full set of working papers of the Assembly. The items 
on the agenda of the General Assembly Meeting that was held online in August 2020: 

 
Agenda of  UWW-Asia General Assembly meeting, August 13, 2020  

1. 2019 UWW-Asia Activity Report 
2. Financial report for 2019 and estimated budget for 2020  
3. Calendar of events for UWW-Asia 2020 
4. information on the qualification process for the 2020 Olympic Games (Tokyo, 

Japan) - 2021 Competition Calendar 
5. Development department programs: online webinars (referees, coaches) 
6. "Coach Traveler" - presentation of UWW-Asia development pilot project  
7. "The Evolution of Wrestling in Asia" - presentation of the book publishing 

project 
8.  "Best Wrestler of Asia 2019", "Best Coach of Asia 2019", "Most Active 

Wrestling Federation of Asia 2019" 
 
No any comments or additions to the minutes of the UWW-Asia virtual meeting were 
made.  
Decision: Minutes of the 2020 UWW-Asia General Assembly meeting approved 
unanimously. 
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6. UWW-Asia activity report for the period 2017-2021 
 
Turlykhanov: attention was given to four major key areas of work: development, 
communications, administration, and marketing.   
The change of the Executive Committee made it possible to make changes in the 
working processes of the Council and to implement new ideas, which were envisaged 
from the very beginning of the Executive Committee's work.  
The first objective was to focus on the direction of further development and creation of a 
clear vision as well as on a strategy to improve and implement sustainable resources at 
the continental level that will support our sport in cooperation with our five continental 
zones.  
Administration is also a key element to ensure that UWW-Asia works optimally. 
Effective personnel for the functioning of the Asian Council had been formed from 
wrestling enthusiasts and sports specialists. The Executive Committee concluded six 
Commissions and five zones in which the Asian continent was positioned for the better 
management and operation of structure and external factors.  
The primary task of the Council was the implementation of UWW policies in Asia. More 
countries and athletes are participating in competitions, there are seminars for coaches, 
judges, organizers, training camps for athletes, training centers are opening. Yet there 
are still difficulties.  
Detailed report about the activity of UWW-Asia is in the booklet at the folder with the 
meeting’s working documents. 
 
No questions or recommendations on the UWW-Asia report for the past four years were 
made.  
Decision: The report is approved unanimously. 
 
7. UWW-Asia accounts for 2020 and the budget for 2021 
 
Seifullina Perizat (UWW-Asia Treasurer) Public Association "United World Wrestling - 
Asia (UWW - Asia)" (hereinafter - the Federation) is a non-profit organization and does 
not have as its main purpose to generate income. All revenues from the activities are 
aimed at achieving the statutory goals. 
International Financial Reporting Standards and the National Financial Reporting 
Standard are used for the presentation and formation of financial statements, 
accounting for activities. 
The budget of UWW-Asia is supplemented by annual grants from UWW in the amount 
of 40,000.00 USD (Forty thousand). 
 
Information about the accounts for 2020 and on the budget for 2021 located at the 
report in working documents of the meeting. 
 
No questions were asked. 
 
Decision on the seventh point of the agenda: accounts for 2020 and the budget for 
2021 approved unanimously. 
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8. UWW-Asia Competition Calendar for 2021 and 2022 
 
Turlykhanov: there is a necessity to approve the calendar of the Asian competitions for 
2021 and consider the candidacies of likely organizers for 2021-2022.  
 
70% of the Asian Championships in all ages out of 100 % are hosted by Thailand. And 
Mr. Turlykhanov expresses his gratitude to Thailand Wrestling Association for their 
readiness to stage international events in their country.  
And also Indian Wrestling Federation each year holds Asian Championships. 
There almost no competitions held in Arabic countries. Yesterday there were 
negotiations with delegate from Jordan, and it was agreed that next Asian 
Championship will be held in this country. 
 
Mr. Turlykhanov urged all Asian federations to be active in this matter as Calendar of 
Sports events must be filled for current year. 
Also it is necessary to follow UWW policy in staging championships in U-15 and U-23 
age categories, and to keep organizing continental championships in these categories 
in Asia.  
 
Organization of all these championships helps local federation to develop and promote 
wrestling in their respective countries. 
Asia with its population of more the 5 billion of people was always the best in the world 
in the Olympic wrestling styles. 
Mr. Turlykhanov asks Mongolia, Uzbekistan, Arabic countries to be active in terms of 
hosting Asian events in their countries. 
 
Mr. Turlykhanov urged delegates promptly submit entries to all those who are ready to 
host championships in the coming year. It has been a long time since continental 
tournaments and championships in all styles were held in Korea, Japan. Countries of 
the Arab world could also offer their facilities to host championships. 
It is very important to plan the competitions in advance and National Federations should 
work out a financial calendar in advance.  
 
Decision: the Executive Committee of UWW-Asia, by the end of April 2021, to submit 
to UWW-Asia proposals for the UWW-Asia competition calendar for the period 2021-
2022-2023. 
 

************ 
break 

 
************ 

 
Mr. Lalovic took the floor after the break, saying that he is a member of the IOC 
commission for adopting qualifying process across all summer sports competing in 
Tokyo. From some sports there had to withdraw something due to covid, and they had 
to reschedule their competitions. NOC of Kazakhstan conducted all covid tests during 
the Asian Qualifier in Almaty and its representative reported that there are no infected 
persons during the competition at the time of the meeting. 
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9. Presentation of completed UWW-Asia projects 
 
Turlykhanov: The major projects that have been implemented since 2018 are outlined 
in the four-year report. 
 
9.1. UWW-Asia's "Traveling Coach" project  
 
As has been repeatedly mentioned, one of the main objectives of the Asian Continental 
Council is the popularization and development of wrestling on the continent, and in this 
regard, a program of holistic development of wrestling "The Travelling Coach" has been 
developed.  
This project is a kind of cultural and sports challange, with the participation of advanced 
coaches of the world level, and athletes of federations of developing countries. 
The pilot launch was carried out by using the assets and human resources of the Asian 
Wrestling Council. The project was launched in February this year.  
Due to the fact that the Asian continent has been affected by the Coovid-19 pandemic, 
and due to the fact that most borders of Asia are closed for international travel, 
administration of the Continental Board of UWW-Asia decided to pilot the project in 
several countries with the least restrictive policies on foreign entry, visa-free regimes, 
and as close as possible to each other, since land travel is still available in some states. 
Such countries in the first stage were Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and 
Tajikistan, between which there is a visa-free travel exchange. 
The leaders of the national federations have made every effort to ensure that the project 
is supported.  
"Travel Coach" was sent on a mission that lasted three weeks. Arsen Julfalakyan, a 
former European Champion, World Champion, Olympic Medalist, his country's best 
wrestler, parliamentarian, and now a world-class coach, was chosen as the traveling 
coach based on a study of the track records of current coaches. 
The UWW-Asia team, as part of the "traveling coach" project, used a set of specific 
tools during its stay in each country to study the situation in detail and proposed various 
solutions to existing problems: reorganization, improvement of statutes, developing a 
marketing strategy, finding sponsors, and so on.  
 
A brief three-minute teaser from the half-hour film was viewed for the audience. 
 
 There is no resting on this pilot project; in the next few months a decision will be made 
as to which country the next visit will take place, and the coach who will carry out the 
next mission will be selected. Mr. Turlykhanov asks for support from Japan, Korea, 
Mongolia and Arabic countries, to support this project for the future. 
 
9.2. The Evolution of Wrestling in Asia  
 
Two years ago, during the UWW-Asia General Assembly, it was decided to launch a 
project to create and publish a book, "The Evolution of Wrestling in Asia", which would 
be dedicated to the history of wrestling styles in our continent.  
 
Collecting documents, information, handling the archive, painstakingly collected and 
kindly provided by Dr. Chang-Kyu Kim, one of the first leaders of the Asian Council, 
correspondence with federations for almost a year, with the intention to collect the most 
useful and important information about the main stages of wrestling styles in our 
continent - all this eventually, after months of analysis, processing, and compilation of 
texts, became a valuable encyclopedic folio. 
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One copy of this book is delivered to each of the federations, each member of the 
Executive Committee, each member of the Bureau present at the meeting. 
 
9.3. Regulations on the nominations "Best Wrestler of Asia", "Best Coach of Asia", 
"Most Active Federation of Asia" based on the results of the year  
 
In early 2019 it was decided to establish an annual prize fund for the best wrestlers, 
coaches, and the most active national wrestling federation in Asia.  
 
The coaches’ competition is open to the Asian head coaches of in Olympic styles based 
on the performance of national teams at the Asian and World Senior Championships 
(cumulative) 
Active members-federations of Asian countries take part in the competition of 
federations 
 
The awards ceremony for the 2019 nominations of athletes, coaches and federation 
leaders was held in August 2020 online due to the widespread cancellation of 
competitions in pandemic, through social media platforms, where a live stream was 
arranged between the UWW Asia office and with each nominee.  
There were be no award ceremony for the 2020 results due to the worldwide lockdown 
and a break in athletes' sporting activities. 
The next award ceremony will be for the 2021 results. 
 
Decision: Information on the presentation of completed UWW-Asia projects is 
approved. 

 
10. Miscellaneous 
 
Mr. Lalovic took the floor. He mentioned that Asia is well positioned in the world of 
wrestling, but it’s never sufficient. Results can always be better. UWW has Development 
Department, which is very active, and Mr. President is proud of the people working 
there. Beside the Director of the Department Ms. Deqa Niamkey and Department’s 
Manager Ms. Lei Liang, there are also development officers specialized for the 
continent. And they cannot work alone, they need assistance of national federations, 
their inputs, information, if federations wish to be helped in different fields – education, 
coaches, referees and so on.  
Also Coaches and Referees Department were very active during the pandemic. 
Such things as administration of national federations are also must be improved. 
Officiating department headed be Mr. Silvestry uses the referees appointing system on 
the basis of blockchain technology. UWW will improve all these systems in the future. 
 
Mr. Samim Ansari from Nepal asked a question. Nepal has good athletes, but 
Government of Nepal only supports their participation in South-East Asian Games and 
Asian Games. He asked for possible support from UWW and UWW-Asia to enable 
Nepalese wrestlers to take part at different championships and also training mats. 
 
Mr. Turlykhanov replied, that UWW provides technical support to federations in need – 
with mats, sports equipment, with coaches and referees seminars. He suggested to 
apply to UWW Development Department with this request.  Number of Asian 
federations already received technical assistance from UWW. 
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Ms. Lei Liang also replied, that together with Asian council UWW Development 
Department was able to support 12 nations to come to qualifiers and championships 
this time. 18 training mats were also provided in 2020 despite covid and shipping 
difficulties.  In case of Nepal – there are no active athletes in Athena, but it suggested to 
contact UWW Development Department, to discuss how it would be possible to help 
them further. It was also mentioned by the President, that UWW has training 
programmes for coaches, for referees, and technical support for athletes to compete at 
continental and world championships. There are also regional development 
programmes. 
 

Mr. Lalovic added, that in order to help, UWW first must witness some activity. UWW 
will not help anyone who is not active.  
 

Mr. Fariq from Pakistan: he thanks UWW and UWW-Asia for their activity in promoting 
wrestling in the world and in Asia. He requested to help with educational programmes 
within two or three months with the involvement of international universities. 
 

Mr. Lalovic replied, that last year, during the pandemic, UWW introduced a lot of 
different courses – video courses, virtual courses, more than 200 participants took part 
in some of them. Today this is the most practical way and most official way, reducing 
the cost for everyone. UWW will continue with courses for coaches, administrations, 
referees, and so on. Mr. Lalovic mentioned, that five years ago he spoke to IOC 
member from Pakistan – Mr. Ali about wrestling in Pakistan. There is a huge number of 
traditional wrestlers in Pakistan, there also world champion in beach wrestling. Now he 
has a bronze medal, and UWW hopes he will compete in Sophia on the last chance 
competition in order to earn his spot at the Olympic Games. Pakistan is a great country, 
huge population, and in the future Pakistan could be important country in wrestling in 
Asia and globally. But for this, the federation must work hard. 
 

Ms. Lei added to the words of Mr. Lalovic, that last year there were 84 webinars 
delivered covering referees and coaches, and also last year during the pandemic UWW 
Online Academy has been launched, and she welcomed all federations to join the 
Academy and to share this information with their members, coaches and athletes, 
referees to visit this platform, which is free to wrestling family. There five e-courses 
there, and also there 180 technical videos. 
 

11. Appointment of Inspectors, information about the election process, and 
election of Executive Committee members. 
 

11.1. Inspectors assignment.  
 

At its recent meeting on February 26, 2021, the UWW-Asia Executive Committee made 
the following decision regarding the composition of the election committee:  
 

The following composition of the commission, which will be responsible for counting the 
votes, is proposed: 
 
- Mr. Akhroljan Ruziyev, UWW Vice President from Uzbekistan 
- Mr. Zameel Sayyaf Al Shahrani, Member of the UWW Bureau from Qatar 
- Ms. Zhang Xia, Member of the UWW Bureau from China (she did not arrive) 
- Dr. Kim Chang-Kyu, Honorary President of UW-Asia  
- Mr. Mikhail Mamiashvili, UWW Vice President from Russia, as an observer.   
 
Agreed unanimously. 
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List of candidates received by the deadline (January 12, 2021): 
 
1. Ali Al Qazim, Yusuf (Qatar) 
2. Al Maghrebi, Abdullah (Yemen) 
3. Buyandelgen, Pelji (Ms.) (Mongolia) 
4. Fukuda, Koji (Japan) 
5. Jadidi, Abbas (Iran) 
6. Kong, Leonard (Singapore) 
7. Lee, Kenneth Oliver (Korea). 
8. Suchantabutr Kittiposh (Thailand) 
9. Turganbaev, Melis (Kyrgyzstan) 
10. Turlykhanov, Daulet (Kazakhstan). 
11. Zhang, Ye (Ms.) (China) 
 
The following candidates were declared invalid: 
- India (Brijbushan Sharan Singh) - late submission of candidacy;  
- Philippines (Alvin Aquilar) - outstanding debt of 11'000 Swiss francs;  
- Kazakhstan: withdrawn candidature Mr. Kozhasbay 
The names of 11 candidates were pre-printed on each ballot.   
 

Mr. Mikhail Mamiashvili appointed as a Supervisor of Elections Commission. Mr. 
Akhroljan Ruziyev, Mr. Zamel Al Shahrani, Dr. Chang Kew Kim assisted elections 
process. Mr. Al Shahrani demonstrated an empty box for ballots collection to all voters 
to create transparency.  
 

Mr. Alireza Dabir from Iran requested clarification about the process of calculating 
votes, asking that it should be done in from of the public. 
 

Mr. Turlykhanov replied that decision about the election process is running according 
to the regulations set in force and Election commission members have been chosen 
among Bureau members who are reputable and respected persons, and audience trust 
them. 
 

1st round: 
Registered voters:    25 
Eligible to vote:    25 
Absolute majority at the first round: 13 

 

Results of voting 
- Turlykhanov, Daulet (Kazakhstan)  22 elected 
- Turganbaev, Melis (Kyrgyzstan)  19 elected 
- Lee, Kenneth Oliver (Korea)  17 elected 
- Fukuda, Koji (Japan)    17 elected 
- Zhang, Ye (Ms.) (China)   17 elected 
- Buyandelgen, Pelji (Ms.) (Mongolia) 17 elected 
- Al Maghrebi, Abdullah (Yemen)  15 elected 
- Jadidi, Abbas (Iran)   11 
- Suchantabutr Kittiposh (Thailand) 11 
- Ali Al Qazim, Yusuf (Qatar)    9 
- Kong, Leonard (Singapore)    9 
 
The Board of the Assembly congratulated the new members of the UWW-Asia 
Executive Committee for the new term - 2021-2024. 
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After elections newly elected lineup retired to a special office for the election of the 
President of the Asian Council for the coming quadrennium, and also Vice-President 
and Secretary General. After a few minutes of deliberation, the Executive Committee 
returned to the hall, and Ms. Zhang Ye was invited to announce the results of the 
decision made: 
 
1. President:    Mr. Daulet Turlykhanov  
2. Vice-President:  Mr. Kenneth Lee 
3. Secretary General Ms. Pelje Buyandelger 
4. Executive member: Mr. Melis Turgambayev 
5. Executive member: Ms. Zhang Ye 
6. Executive member: Mr. Koji Fukuda 
7. Executive member: Mr. Abdulla Al-Maghrebi 
 

Audience welcomed the decision with applause. 

Mr. Turlykhanov expressed his gratitude to distinguished delegates and colleagues 
and reminded, that Executive committee of UWW will strictly follow the policy of UWW 
in its activity.  
 
He also thanked former Executive Committee colleagues, fellow Bureau members, the 
UWW President, and the entire UWW Headquarters office. 
 
12. Honoring the UWW and UWW-Asia members, outgoing members of the 
Executive Committee and Commissions of UWW Asia 
 
In conclusion Mr. Turlykhanov moved on to awarding of UWW-Asia plaquettes to UWW 
President and headquarters’ members, to the members of the outgoing Executive 
Committee of UWW-Asia, as well as to all those who have made a great contribution to 
the development of wrestling in Asia. 
 
UWW-Asia honorees: 
 

1. Mr. Nenad Lalovic, UWW President 
2. Mr. Zamel Al-Shahrani, UWW Bureau member 
3. Mr. Akhroljan Ruziyev, UWW Bureau member 
4. Ms. Zhang Xia, UWW Bureau member 
5. Ms. Deqa Niamkey, UWW Development Director 
6. Ms. Lei Liang, UWW Development manager 
7. Ms. Farnaz Panahizadeh, UWW Development officer 
8. Mr. Carlos Roy, UWW Administrative director 
9. Mr. Jean Daniel Rey, UWW Sports director 
10. Mr. Tristan Morard, UWW Sports manager 
11. Dr. Chang Kew Kim, UWW-Asia Honorary President 
12. Mr. Kenneth Lee, UWW-Asia Executive committee member 
13. Ms. Zhang Ye, UWW-Asia Executive committee member 
14. Mr. Hamid Benitamim, UWW-Asia Secretary General 
15. Mr. Kittiposh Suchantabutr, UWW-Asia Executive committee member 
16. Mr. Hiroaki Tsukamoto, UWW-Asia Executive committee member 
17. Mr. Brijbushan Singh, UWW-Asia Vice President 
18. Mr. Yusuf Ali Al-Kazim, UWW-Asia Strategy and Planning Department Chairman 
19. Mr. Eisa Momeni, UWW-Asia Traditional Department Chairman 
20. Mr. Zhang Tsong Rong, UWW-Asia Refereeing Department Chairman 
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21. Mr. Hooman Tavakolyan, Chairman of Charity foundation 
22. Mr. Rasoul Khadem, former President of Wrestling Federation of Iran 
23. Mr. Hideo Tomiyama, Vice-President of Wrestling Federation of Japan 
24. Wrestling Federation of Kazakhstan 
25. Wrestling Federation of Thailand 
26. Wrestling Federation of India 
27. Wrestling Federation of Chinese Taipei, China 
28. Wrestling Federation of China 
29. Wrestling Federation of Kyrgyzstan 
30. Wrestling Federation of Mongolia 
31. Wrestling Federation of Uzbekistan 
32. Wrestling Federation of Iran 

 
Mr. Turlykhanov expressed his gratitude to all delegates and guests for their 
participation  and for the work done.  
 
The meeting adjourned at 15.00. 
 

         
      
Mr. Daulet Turlykhanov    Mкs. Peljee Buyandelger 
UWW-Asia President                                      UWW-Asia Secretary General 
 


